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JUSTICE COMMITTEE
HATE CRIME AND PUBLIC ORDER (SCOTLAND) BILL
SUBMISSION FROM WILMA MCEWAN
This bill is a travesty, we all know what is behind it, GRA reform. This is to FORCE
people into accepting it silently. forcing people to believe what is simply not true, No
man can become a natal woman, ADULT HUMAN FEMALE or natal girl., Every fibre
of their DNA from birth to death will not change this.
It poses danger for girls and women, no one on just their own self id, should be able
to change birth lines, this has massive repercussions, for so many aspects of like,
especially medicine, already many of these men, get booked in for smear tests, you
need an actual cervix womb, to contract cervical cancer, this is incomprehensible,
with NHS resources stretched as they are.
Many of these men have no intention of transitioning ever, but they will have access
to all areas of women and girls lives, what could possibly go wrong, indeed what
already has went wrong., you have included other things amongst this, but in reality
it is to cut to the chase in attempting to see that GRA passes without a hitch,
meanwhile in rUK they are withdrawing from it.
No woman or girl should be expected to share private/intimate spaces with any man,
no matter how HE feels, seems to me it is ALL about feelings, that is unless you are
a natal female.
Finally, this is massively unpopular and it losing SNP and via that support for
Independence. Calling this a “hate crime” is absurd, we see what our eyes tell us,
what out natural instincts tell us, this is in no way inclusive, it excludes, nor
progressive, it is putting us back decades. WE cannot or will not ignore what is going
on here for Indy, as was hoped.
This is NOT NK, or a tinpot dictatorship, any unionists one was hoping to convert,
now have yet ANOTHER stick to beat us with, this new legislation, this is a tragedy
waiting to happen.
Sincerely
Wilma McEwan
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